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5.

Are there exceptions to
	the rules?
Even though REOs and short sales are
nontraditional transactions based on
very specific and unique rules, it is
also true that there are occasional
exceptions to the rules. Never say never.
For example, even though a property
is offered “as is/where is,” it is possible
that the seller may make repairs, but this
could come at a price.

Successful buyer’s reps know the
reporting cycle and monitor the results.
They understand that an offer that was
turned down a few weeks ago might be
accepted in the wake of a price reduction
made in response to the latest MMR.

That’s why this is such an important issue
today. But knowledge and experience
gained now, while foreclosures are more
common, will still be valuable when they
are again the rarity we all hope they will
soon become.

Today’s Lessons = Future Benefits

Unfortunately, distressed sales are
always going to happen. So developing a
thorough understanding of the transaction
will only serve to make you a better
buyer’s rep. Now and in the future.

When foreclosed properties are a small
part of the overall inventory, keeping a
finger on the pulse of these transactions
isn’t pressing. But in markets like mine,
it’s imperative.

Real estate business will of course
continue to be conducted in the
traditional way. But until local markets
across the country stabilize, a thorough
understanding of what I call the new
normal is essential for everyone involved
in today’s real estate industry. While
the points outlined here are far from
comprehensive, they provide a start
towards that understanding—and towards
helping your buyer-clients benefit from
these new conditions.

Lenders usually give their asset managers
a window for negotiation within several
percentage points of a property’s
determined asking price. But that asking
price often changes in response to the
Monthly Market Report (MMR).

With so much of the inventory comprised
of distressed properties, it would be a
disservice to your buyer-clients—perhaps
even a breach of fiduciary responsibility—
if you didn’t investigate these properties
for them.

6.

Know your market—
	really know it

Alternative Buying Options
Is a distressed property right for you?
Distressed sales are a sad fact of the real estate
market. While no one wants to see a homeowner
lose their home, these properties also present
unique opportunities for buyers. To determine
whether you are a candidate for such a purchase,

it’s important to learn all you can about distressed
properties—and to work with a qualified buyer’s
representative who can guide you through each step
of these complex, non-traditional transactions.

Educate Your Buyers
Many consumers are interested
in exploring distressed
properties as a possible path
to home ownership, but not
all buyers are good candidates.
Our latest one-sheet, on
the following page, can help
facilitate a conversation
on this topic.

Foreclosure is a process, with buying opportunities at each stage:
Stage 1. Pre-foreclosure –

Questions to ask yourself:

Next Steps

a period of time that begins with the
initial mortgage default and ends when
the distressed property is sold.

Your buyer’s representative can give
you specific guidance based on your
situation and the type of distressed
property you want to purchase. But for
starters, consider these questions:

Your buyer’s representative can
assist you further in answering these
and other questions which will help
you determine whether this path to
homeownership is right for you.

Stage 2. Foreclosure sale –
when the property is auctioned to the
highest bidder, someone who also
meets the terms of the sale.

F

Are you flexible on timing? Can
you make a quick decision and/or
accommodate months of possible
delays?

F

Is your purchase limited by any
contingencies, such as needing
to sell your current home first?

F

Have you already secured
financing?

F

Do you have resources to repair
and rehab the property, if needed?

F

If you are buying the property for
investment purposes, what is
your action plan? Do you intend
to rent or resell? Or perhaps
inhabit the property until market
conditions improve?

Stage 3. REO (real estate owned) –

Deepest Foreclosure Discounts
States with the largest percent of savings based on February 2010 average sales price vs. average foreclosure sales price.

if a foreclosure sale is not successful,
property ownership is transferred to
the lender.
What is a short sale?
This is a situation in which a
seller owes more on their loan than
a sale of the property will produce,
and they are unable or unwilling
to make up the difference at closing.
The seller may or may not be in
pre-foreclosure. Banks may
consider a short sale to a new
buyer to reduce their losses.
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The Accredited Buyer’s Representative (ABR®) designation is awarded by the Real Estate Buyer’s
Agent Council (REBAC), a subsidiary of the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR).
To learn more about REBAC and access various homebuyer resources, please visit www.REBAC.net.
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